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INVITATION TO BID ON TIMBER SALES 

CLEARCUTS - LUMP SUM 

 

You are invited to bid on timber being offered in Beauregard, Vernon and Allen Parishes, 

Louisiana.  The sale consists of 163.6 acres +- of loblolly and slash pine plantation. Maps 

are attached to this prospectus, or may be obtained from CRM.  

 

Cutting Specifications/Harvest Prescription: 

 Harvest areas are flagged with pink "Harvest Boundary" flagging, and designated on the 

contract maps.  Clearcut all merchantable timber, utilizing all merchantable wood down 

to a 16' length and 2" diameter top; utilize slash where necessary to stabilize potential 

erosion, but most slash should be piled at sets for later disposal.  All roads and firelines 

must be left clean and free of debris. Where safety is not affected, leave non-

merchantable wildlife snags standing within the interior of all units. Within designated 

HBU stands, leave all hardwood. 

 Within SMZ's harvest all pine except bank trees, wildlife trees such as cavity trees, or 

those that will cause site degradation by their removal.  SMZ's are flagged with orange 

"Streamside Management Zone" flagging. Minimize equipment operation within SMZ by 

bringing harvested stems out of SMZ for pick up by the skidder. Maintain as much 

vegetative cover in this area as possible. Do not cross stream channels with equipment, 

and keep sets well away. Utilize slash from the harvest operation to minimize erosion. 

 Use extreme caution on side hills, around SMZ's, deer stands, highway entrance, power 

lines, and pipelines; immediate relocation to drier areas is required if any rutting occurs.  

All stream crossings must be approved by CRM, and restored upon harvest completion.  

Louisiana Best Management Practices for Forestry (BMP's) must be followed.  

 Gates must be closed at the end of each day.   

 Any marked poles may be produced and delivered for Texas Electric or left standing. 

 See stand specific hardwood harvest specifications on stand maps.  

 

CRM will work closely with the successful bidders to provide access, and establish set 

locations, boundaries and suitable access.  

 

A timber deed or contract will be issued with an eighteen (18) month cutting period.  An 

advance of 20% of the estimated value of the timber to be harvested will be required at 

the time the timber contract is signed.  One 12 month extension may be obtained, for a 

10% increase in stumpage price bid.  

 



Sealed bids will be accepted until 3:00 PM, April 13, 2016 at the CRM office at 903B 

East 4th Street, DeQuincy, LA. Assistance on the location of the tract may be obtained 

from CRM.  The owner(s) reserve the right to accept or reject any or all bids. 

 

 

For more information contact: 

Paul Stone 

337.304.2216  

pstone@crosbyresource.com 
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